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Executive Summary
This report was conducted entirely in Covid-19 lockdown with both Film Culture consultants
working remotely.

Our report contextualises the political landscape of the screen sector in the West Midlands
and the activity and experiences of people who have used Film Birmingham’s production
services, worked in partnership with them or are a stakeholder. It also takes into account the
work of Film Birmingham, its services and the other screen sector assets in the region.
Fieldwork involved online surveys of the screen sector industry, telephone/online interviews
with industry, complemented by desk research and interviews with key stakeholders. The
project began in March 2020, and the report was drafted in June/July 2020.

The Film and TV ecosystem in the West Midlands has suffered since the demise of the UK
Film Council and the regional screen agency, and with the BBC and ITV both scaling back
their presence in the region. It’s fair to say the West Midlands has been somewhat abandoned
by the broadcasters and a failed Channel 4 bid highlighted the issues resulting from those
decisions.
Since 2017 there have been political commitments within the region that have sought to affect
and accelerate the screen industries. While there is still a sense of frustration at some of the
remaining key issues such as a skills drain to other areas of the UK and a lack of big budget
productions, there is a feeling of cautious optimism around both Create Central, an industry
led body with over £2m of funding behind it for the next two years, and the reintroduction of
Creative England’s West Midlands Production Fund. There are still concerns across the
industry in the region that this isn’t a panacea and that wider partnerships need to be
developed to bring it all together. Of particular concern is the lack of work for an already skilled
workforce and the lack of diversity in the industry.
Film Birmingham (FB) is Birmingham City Council’s (BCC) Film and Television Office. It was
established in 2006 to manage all filming enquiries in the city and provide production services
to support filmmakers from sourcing locations to issuing filming permits, assisting with logistics
and managing an online locations, crew and facilities database.

Film Birmingham has operated continuously through this changing landscape, often in a
vacuum, filling in gaps that existed in the region’s infrastructure. They have had some key
successes, notably bringing films such as ‘Ready Player One’ and ‘Kingsman’ to the city, but
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without an ecosystem and investment in resources, the city and wider region have fallen
behind the likes of Liverpool, Cardiff and Glasgow for inward investment.

Film Birmingham has perhaps tried to do too much on scant resources. One full time member
of staff and a revolving door of freelancers is not ideal when trying to deliver more services to
more people. There are mixed opinions on the service Film Birmingham has offered but these
should be placed in the context of its resources and the wider lack of eco-system. In general
users appear happy with Film Birmingham’s core production services of permits and location
sourcing. Particular concerns included lack of information and transparency on the city-wide
impact of its service, out of date crew information and a sense Film Birmingham is not agile
enough given it’s a Birmingham City Council function.

The investment from GBSLEP to develop its pilot to provide production services has allowed
Film Birmingham to work with local authorities (LAs) across the West Midlands, a move
welcomed by those who have signed up. The Covid-19 pandemic has meant this work is
difficult to assess and evaluate so far and an extension to the scheme is necessary and
welcome in order to really deliver some impact for the region. Any desire from the partner LAs
to continue the scheme after the proposed extension date of March 2021 is dependent on this
impact and making the robust business case to carry on. Should this happen then a potential
rebrand to Film West Midlands would be welcomed and indeed make complete sense.

There are opportunities for Film Birmingham to develop their offer and generate revenue
despite the financial impact of Covid-19 and the recession that will follow. This report outlines
potential sources of revenue Film Birmingham can explore based on best practice from other
film offices across the UK.
The development of Create Central has been welcomed by Film Birmingham, who look
forward to working together. This report also takes into account critical factors that may affect
Film Birmingham’s operations going forward including core support and resources, reputation
and communication and political factors. Finally, it makes a number of recommendations on
its services and how Film Birmingham can potentially operate as a business beyond March
2021 with four distinct models outlined.
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1. Introduction
About the report
Film Birmingham and the Greater Birmingham & Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership
(GBSLEP) jointly commissioned the present research and report with an initial brief focusing
on how Film Birmingham could continue a pilot scheme offering services to all local authorities
within the GBSLEP and West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) region beyond the
schemes conclusion in July 2020.

This brief was revised during the research phase, reacting to significant developments in the
region, specifically the £1million funding granted to Create Central by the BFI through its
National Cluster Growth Fund, matched with £500,000 investment from the WMCA and
£500,000 from Tin Smart Social, a regional social enterprise. Create Central’s commitment is
to deliver a long-term growth plan specifically to meet the needs of West Midlands’ screen
businesses.

In consultation with the clients, the scope of the brief was subsequently expanded to include
how Film Birmingham could be set up and operate its expanded remit within this new political
climate and to seek user responses to the current service activities of Film Birmingham and
where these could be improved if necessary. This report is not intended as a holistic evaluation
of Film Birmingham and whether it should continue to function. Its aim is to identify how it can
develop and grow to deliver a production services offer across the West Midlands.

Report structure
The report sets out the context of Film and TV Production within the region, including a brief
history of Film Birmingham, its successes and challenges, and explores its role within the new
landscape of Create Central’s confirmed investment by the BFI. The report discusses some
of the main issues arising from the industry consultations and closes with appropriate
recommendations as to how a region-wide one stop shop for production services can be
operated based on findings from the pilot scheme.
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Methodology
Information Sources
We drew on the following sources of information to compile this report.
●

Desk research: our own initiated research on material, reports and resources in the
public domain pertaining to past and present industry infrastructure in the wider
region. Where details were unclear or unavailable, we supplemented and clarified
this via stakeholder interviews

●

Industry survey: A qualitative and quantitative online survey captured feedback from
the industry on Film Birmingham’s current service activities to ensure comprehensive
coverage.

●

Stakeholder interviews: We approached a range of stakeholders covering current staff,
funders, partners, partner local authorities, other film organisations and individuals
based in the region and finally other film offices in the UK. The client was keen we
sought a breadth of opinion and experience here; we aimed to ensure this by offering
follow up interviews to survey respondents and by taking recommendations for
interviewees from a range of sources. See appendix one for complete list of
interviewees - this is the list of successful consultations and does not include those
invited to participate who were unable to do so. Interviews were held over the phone
or via email due to UK lockdown conditions at the time of reporting.

●

Filming data: Film Birmingham supplied data they hold to help us assess the level of
filming in the original and piloted expanded region. Data for 2018/19 wasn’t available
making comprehensive analysis a challenge. The availability of data, how it is held,
analysed and published forms part of our concluding recommendations in Section 4

●

Financial data: The initial brief and our responding proposal included a cost analysis
to assess the affordability and value of different services. During the consultation and
research phase it was agreed to omit this data source as financial records couldn’t
provide the insight project by project required for meaningful analysis.
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Working During Covid-19
All of the research and writing for this report was conducted during the Covid-19 lockdown.
This presented a number of logistical problems, not least the availability of potential
interviewees. Film offices situated in councils around the country had in some cases moved
their staff to other departments (for example Film Suffolk’s Film Officer was reassigned to the
Covid-19 response unit) and some of those we contacted either didn’t respond or replied to
say they could not participate in the consultation due to Covid-19. In addition, local authority
staff who had worked with Film Birmingham on the pilot were initially unresponsive to requests
for telephone interviews or unable to provide a time to speak due to their ongoing commitments
with their LA’s response to Covid-19.

Confidentiality and transparency
Interviewees were keen to give their point of view, frequently wanting to remain anonymous
but ensuring their opinion was taken into account. Many interviewees had recommendations
for other stakeholders to speak to, contacts they knew had feedback to contribute and
experiences to share.

Several interviewees confessed a certain disinterest or even aggravation in our brief, feeling
that as it was commissioned by Film Birmingham and GBSLEP, and that similar reports have
been commissioned in the past, meant they weren't confident the findings would be shared
widely or taken into account. We expressed our objectivity and independence from the region,
and this was welcomed.

Given the potential sensitivity of the report and to provide consistency and allow consultees to
give open and honest answers to the questions posed, we present the survey and quotes from
consultees anonymously. Where subjective opinions are given, we are careful to make this
clear whilst making the point that frequently arising opinions gave us more confidence to draw
conclusions from them.

The wider context
Birmingham is the largest and most populous British city outside of London. Its six universities
make it the second largest centre of higher education in the country. Birmingham's major
cultural institutions enjoy international reputations and the city has vibrant and influential art,
music, and literary scenes making it Britain’s second city in all of these respects. The wider
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West Midlands region boasts the second highest metropolitan population in the UK and
according to the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) generates £99bn of GVA — five
per cent of UK output.
There have been crucial factors over the last fifteen years that have affected the creative
industries in the region. ITV and BBC have both been accused of abandoning the region, the
latter relocating the majority of its programme output to Salford, Glasgow, Bristol and Cardiff.
Combined with the dissolution of the regional screen agencies in 2011, Birmingham and the
wider West Midlands TV and film industry has been somewhat piecemeal while other cities
have progressed developed infrastructures that crucially can attract returning high end drama
series and major feature films. Presently, Birmingham relies on daytime TV and light
entertainment programmes such as Doctors.
“If someone says TV in Birmingham to you, they’ll say Doctors and Pebble Mill.”
Industry consultee.

Despite this Birmingham and the wider West Midlands region has had some successes,
notably Steven Spielberg’s Ready Player One, BBC1 prime time TV series Hustle and the first
season of Line of Duty to name but three. Yet it’s never been able to build on this due to a
variety of factors such as regional disinvestment, regional funding opportunities being
available elsewhere and both BBC and ITV pulling out of the region. For example, Line of Duty
went to Belfast for funding reasons and Ready Player One was two years ago with no major
feature of note shooting in the region since. Consistency and growth have eluded the region
and even its very own home-grown drama Peaky Blinders shoots mostly outside of its locale.
This in turn has led to a skills drain; an industry workforce that applies its trade in other cities
because the opportunities are not present where they live. This won’t necessarily be news to
those living and working in the region. There have been a number of reports over the past five
years that have highlighted the same issues. BOP Consulting’s report for the BFI, Greater
Birmingham Creative Cities Partnership found that ‘film in Birmingham is characterised by low
levels of both engagement and production and identified a lack of networks and connections
to the national sector, leading to a sense of isolation. The West Midlands Screen Bureau report
in 2018 states that its research highlighted the fact that these problems remained and needed
to be addressed.

Since the WMSB however there have been significant developments to change the narrative;
to shake the industry up and begin to address the lack of infrastructure. The report explores
this in Section 2.
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2. WM Screen Industries
Political context
The screen industries landscape in the West Midlands has shifted significantly over the past
four years; indeed, it has changed during the writing of this report, but it’s clear that there has
never been a better time for collaboration, unity and an agreed way forward for the region.

The West Midlands is a big region, which is heavily politicised and reasonably complex. The
West Midlands metropolitan county has a population of 2.8 million people, Birmingham is
considered the second city of the UK, Wolverhampton and Coventry also have major
populations. With the completion of HS2, the region will be less than 50 minutes from London.

West Midlands Combined Authority
The WMCA, founded in 2016, is the strategic authority for the region with powers over
transport, economic development and regeneration. It was established by the seven
metropolitan councils in the region (Birmingham, Coventry, Dudley, Sandwell, Solihull, Walsall
and Wolverhampton). Beyond those seven constituent member authorities the WMCA has a
wider membership of non-constituent local authorities and three Local Enterprise Partnerships
and works with a range of other stakeholders and partners. It’s a politically led organisation
with a Conservative Mayor, Andy Street, elected in 2017.
The WMCA works collaboratively with partners on projects to “deliver a vision of a more
prosperous West Midlands” and does so through its Local Industrial Strategy (LIS), open for
consultation in 2018 and published in 2019, which identifies a number of high growth sectors,
one of those being the creative industries. The plan also has four major market opportunities
built around smart mobility, life science technologies, modern services and creative content
techniques and technologies.
The three Local Enterprise Partnership’s, Black Country LEP, Coventry and Warwickshire LEP
and Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP (GBSLEP) span the region, and have respective
priorities linked to the local industrial strategy which is owned by all partners. GBSLP for
example lead on the creative industries sector for the region. While the WMCA is a politically
led organisation, the LEP’s are business/industry facing and invest in organisations “on the
street”.

Prior to the publication of the LIS in 2019, there was considerable consultation in 2018/19 with
the creative sector including games, film and TV.
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“Clear messages came out of that consultation. It’s a big region, it’s politicised, three
LEPs and a combined authority, in absence of a strategic body for the sector since the
screen agency was shut ten years ago there have been lots of individual things
happening but not joined up and duplication.”

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the West Midlands Local Industrial Strategy is being revised
to become the West Midlands Local Industry Strategy Recovery Plan.

Creative Industries Sector Toolkit and the West Midlands
Production Fund
During 2018 the Creative Industries Council launched its Sector Toolkit and the West Midlands
Combined Authority and Birmingham City Council launched the West Midlands Screen Bureau
(WMSB). Creative England, with support from Greater Birmingham & Solihull Local Enterprise
Partnership (GBSLEP), also relaunched the West Midlands Production Fund.
“The WMPF was brought back to the region after considerable lobbying by both
GBSLP and Creative England, the funds being recouped from a production fund
originally set up with EU monies by Advantage West Midlands in 2010/11”
David Furmage, Creative and Cultural lead, GBSLEP

The funds aim is to provide economic stimulus for film and TV production in the West Midlands.
It is an evergreen fund i.e. only a single amount of money was put in and if it invests
successfully and recoups its finance, it can keep reinvesting. The WMPF provides risk funding,
which is matched, therefore acting as a leverage. Where previously the fund had deadlines,
Creative England are now operating the WMPF as an open fund, provided there is money in
it recouped from previous investments. Paul Ashton, Head of Film at Creative England
believes this leads to a more strategic use of the fund.
“Before, we ended up having to rush to make investments before a certain date
otherwise we would have to give the money back to the EU. This means we can have
better medium to longer term strategic conversations, how we use it, how it works with
other partners in the region, and to go back to its original aim of economic stimulus”
Paul Ashton, Head of Film, Creative England
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The most consistent and sustainable way of bringing that economic stimulus is to either have
a high volume of films in production or to have a high-end returning drama series in the region.
That’s been a challenge so far. During the Screen WM era the fund had a positive relationship
with TV but that has “got somewhat lost over the last few years” with investments mainly being
made in feature films. Creative England are seeking to re-establish that relationship with TV
and feel now is the right time to do it.

West Midlands Screen Bureau
The West Midlands Screen Bureau’s (WMSB) work was funded through the BFI, the West
Midlands Combined Authority and Birmingham City Council.
The one-year initiative sought to galvanise the region’s film, TV and digital production sectors
by increasing partnership working between industry leaders and production agencies across
the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) area.
The WMSB’s aim was to bring together a wide range of businesses and interests into an active
network that could help the sector become a national beacon and an international powerhouse
in the emerging converged media ecosystem. Its work was designed to make the Business
Case for further investment from the BFI and other stakeholders for further investment in the
region
“To help create the most diverse, dynamic and competitive Creative Screen Sector in
the UK, exploiting the opportunities of an emerging global, converged and participatory
media ecosystem.” (WMSB’s Mission Statement)

There are very mixed opinions on the effectiveness of the WMSB from stakeholders and
industry we have interviewed. WMSB’s chief function was to write a business case for BFI
cluster funding, but it’s clear the organisation wasn’t the catalyst for change it set out to be.
WMSB handed over the completion of its task to develop a screen cluster development to
Create Central, which replaced it as the strategic screen body to grow the sector.

Channel 4 bid
Alongside this, the WMCA and partners were bidding to bring Channel 4 to Birmingham
highlighting the “wealth of knowledge and creativity, talent and energy combined with one of
the youngest and most diverse populations in Europe, in a region that is undergoing an
economic resurgence.” Add to this Birmingham’s digital infrastructure, early rollout of 5G
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mobile capacity, and the tech hub in nearby Leamington Spa, it becomes clear why
Birmingham was one of three Cities shortlisted.
However, Channel 4 announced in October 2018 that they had selected Leeds as their new
home with creative hubs to be sited in Bristol and Glasgow. The primary reason for
Birmingham’s failed bid was the lack of a strong independent production sector and Leeds’s
better access to production centres across the north of England and Scotland. This was
highlighted in BOP consulting’s Greater Birmingham Film Review and Strategy Report, 2015.

In our consultation interviews there was a sense of frustration at how the bid was put together.
We have anonymised the comments at the request of the interviewees.
“We had nothing to show them.”
“People who were running the creative businesses internationally were not engaged.
There was low level industry feed in”
“You need a creative eco-system – production space, talented crew, talented content
creators and a supply chain. We don’t have that yet”

One positive aspect of the Channel 4 bid was that it again highlighted what was lacking in the
region to develop a competitive sector, and that some of the seeds for that development were
sown during the process as well as within the work of the WMSB. Yet it also highlighted the
lack of industry involved in the bid.

Create Central
With this impetus, Create Central was launched in October 2019 with a remit to “turbo-charge
the creative content sectors in the West Midlands.” Create Central defines the ‘creative content
sector’ (otherwise referred to in this document as the sector) as film, television, games,
animation, high-end TV, branded-content, vlogger/influencer, VFX, immersive tech and those
businesses directly in the supply chain. ‘Industry’ refers to businesses within the creative
content supply chain.

Create Central is an industry body consisting of twenty-eight leading creative content thinkers
and change-makers including Peaky Blinders writer Steven Knight and Nativity film franchise
founder, Debbie Isitt. It was established by the WMCA following agreement by the Strategic
Economic Development Board (SED), comprising WMCA, the three LEPs and West Midland
local authorities. WMCA appointed consultancy firm Zanna Creative to provide initial support
to Create Central’s members to develop a Creative Content Growth Plan, secure initial funding
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and appoint a small team of specialist consultants to help members deliver their plans. Create
Central convened a public sector consortium of formal partners to work with them to develop
its strategy – WMCA, the three LEPs, WM5G, WMGC, Innovation Alliance WM, WM Scale-up
Programme and West Midlands Combined Universities (WMCU). Although an industry body,
Create Central is legally part of the WMCA and governed/mandated by their SED Board to
enable it to provide strategic support across the whole region.
“Create Central’s board set-up working groups, held regular board meetings,
developed a growth plan and then linked them through to public sector. Create Central
convened a consortium of stakeholders to get them engaged with the programme.
Everything we have done today has been mandated and approved across the regional
consortium of partners.” Suzie Norton, Executive Lead, Create Central.

In April 2020, the BFI confirmed funding of £1million from its National Cluster Growth Fund,
which has been matched with £1m from existing funds such as the Creative Scale Up
Programme and GBSLEP, £500K investment from WMCA and £500k ring-fenced by Tin
Smart Social. With £2m+ investment confirmed, Create Central announced its programme of
activities and its team of mainly part time specialist consultants in July 2020 to support delivery
of its two-year funded programme: Suzie Norton, Zanna Creative – Executive Lead; Nick
Toon, Rationale Consulting – Principal Advisor; Screen Industries Investments, Tim Luft –
European Innovation - Innovation Lead; Laura McCaughey – Communications Lead; Vicky
Jepson – Bootcamps Project Manager; Ian Ravenscroft, Hey Green Raven – Digital Producer.
Create Central and West Midlands Growth Company (WMGC) have entered a formal
partnership to support screen industries investment and growth. Nick Toon is embedded within
WMGC reporting to CEO Neil Raimi and working in partnership with Create Central to develop
a Production and Investment Inward Investment strategy and delivery plan. The WMGC,
formerly Marketing Birmingham, was established in April 2017 and is owned by the WMCA.
Given this, it also plays an important role in supporting the delivery of the WMCA’s Local
Industrial Strategy. Its primary purpose is to attract investment, jobs, visitors and business to
the West Midlands region, working in partnership with Local Enterprise Partnerships, councils,
growth hubs, universities, Chambers of Commerce and the private sector.

Of course, no-one could have predicted in October 2019 that a global pandemic would arrive
in the UK in early 2020, coinciding with the announcement of a new major production studio
by Steven Knight and the investment from the BFI. Work was to start on the privately funded
Mercian Studios in Digbeth in 2020, but Covid-19 has halted any building work and as yet
there is no decision on when it can commence. Undoubtedly, the West Midlands would benefit
13

from a studio although this could be at least two to three years away. The present challenge
is to unify the sector and present an outward image of an industry looking to grow and be
competitive, not just in the UK sector but globally.
This is still a hugely significant political moment for the West Midlands creative sectors. Post
Covid-19, there is investment for a stronger screen cluster, an opportunity for collaboration
and a joined up, single plan for inward investment in the region.
“I’m passionate for the Midlands to succeed but it’s the ultimate underdog really as it’s
so far behind everyone else. The opportunity now is the time to jump ahead. We need
to do something revolutionary. No point trying to compete as everyone else is already
ahead. Create Central needs to think laterally, what does the future landscape look
like?” Industry Consultee

3. Film Birmingham Services
Introduction
Our research and consultations have evidenced that since the dissolution of Screen West
Midlands, the screen industries in the West Midlands region have lost ground to the likes of
Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds and Cardiff, cities that have embraced and invested significant
resources into their TV and Film industries. This is through no fault of any of the operating
organisations in the region, but rather the narrative is of a region where organisations often
worked alone, tried to fill gaps without adequate resources, and collaboration and advocacy
were not as joined up as they could be. This has clearly been a source of frustration for those
who live and work in the region. However, as outlined earlier in the report, the last three years
have seen a positive shift in the landscape culminating in new investment into the region
through Create Central and a more strategic production fund run by Creative England.

The key questions for Film Birmingham are where does it fit in to this new landscape, how
does it collaborate and work closely with Create Central and other players, and what is the
most effective business model going forward for production services that will grow and
contribute to the region’s success. Film Birmingham have produced and presented a draft
Memorandum of Understanding to Create Central which has yet to be discussed formally at
the time of writing, but its aim is to “ foster a collaborative and joined-up approach to promoting
and facilitating filming and production activity in the West Midlands - generating inward
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investment. creating jobs and raising the profile of the West Midlands.” This is a positive move
by Film Birmingham to begin the process of working together for the good of the sector.
Film Birmingham (FB) is Birmingham City Council’s (BCC) Film and Television Office. It was
established in 2006 to manage all filming enquiries in the city and provide production services
to support filmmakers from sourcing locations to issuing filming permits, assisting with logistics
and managing online locations, crew and facilities database. It is currently core funded by
Birmingham City Council which covers salaries and overheads and has been managed by
Sindy Campbell, Head of Film Birmingham for twelve years.

When interviewed Sindy felt she has gained council support and recognition for her work
however frustrations remain over inaction regarding investment.

For five years Film Birmingham ran alongside Screen West Midlands which, like most regional
screen agencies, delivered support for filmmaking, exhibition and related media activities.
Screen West Midlands closed in 2011 following the UK government’s decision to dismantle
the UK Film Council and Creative England was formed by the consolidation of a number of
the regional screen agencies into one body. One significant aspect of Creative England’s remit
was to provide production services for areas of England outside of London which did not have
an established film office. This included the West Midlands region with the exception of the
city of Birmingham. A partnership agreement between Film Birmingham and Creative England
highlighted the need for “a collaborative working relationship to deliver a filming liaison and
facilitation service to the film and broadcast industries that both meets the needs of industry
and realises the aspirations of both partners.”
The agreement’s purpose was “to raise the profile of the English Regions in the film and
broadcast industries. It ensures complementary support systems and working practices are
developed and observed to promote a film-friendly environment that will encourage production
activity by providing an outstanding service to the film and broadcast industries.”

Over the course of the decade Film Birmingham continued to offer production services in the
city with notable productions using Film Birmingham’s services including Steven Spielberg’s
Ready Player One and Matthew Vaughn’s Kingsman: The Golden Circle. During this period
Film Birmingham also expanded its remit in the absence of any regional screen agency,
offering crew services and events. This was absolutely understandable and necessary given
the gaps that existed across the screen industries in the region.
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In February 2019, Film Birmingham was awarded funding from the Greater Birmingham and
Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP) to pilot a scheme which explores the
possibility of offering their production services to all local authorities within the GBSLEP and
West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) region.

The pilot scheme began in March 2019 and was initially set to conclude in July 2020 although
Covid-19 has meant an extension to this date provisionally set for March 2021.
Film Birmingham currently has a partnership agreement with Creative England’s Production
Services department and has proposed an MOU and partnership agreement with Create
Central. Film Birmingham also has a strong relationship with the Greater Birmingham and
Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership who funded the extended services pilot and this report,
and it continues to work closely with neighbouring local authorities to facilitate productions
across the region. The current staffing levels of one full time member of staff and the use of
freelancers has enabled the pilot to get off the ground but resources are spread thinly.
Recruitment for the post of Film Birmingham Assistant is currently in process.
Over the next two sections we analyse and assess Film Birmingham’s services, its functions
and its purpose. To do this, we interviewed a range of partners, stakeholders, industry and
staff, and commissioned an online survey with specific questions on the services Film
Birmingham provides. All interviews and survey responses are anonymous to provide us with
the most accurate information and data.

Industry survey: results and analysis
It was agreed that the expanded brief should include a consultation with the region’s screen
industry on Film Birmingham’s offer, specifically the key services of arranging permits, finding
locations, sourcing crew and facilities, providing training and events, and registering property.

A qualitative online survey was distributed to networks and promoted on social media to garner
user feedback on each of the services they had used. Each service was given its own set of
questions with the aim of gathering data on customer satisfaction and how Film Birmingham
performed in that particular area of activity. At the end of each section respondents were
encouraged to leave comments to explain their answers. In cases where users have left
positive and negative comments, we have selected common answers to highlight Film
Birmingham’s strengths and challenges. Naturally comments can contradict each other based
on that particular users experience and we highlight this also.
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Responses to the survey were deliberately anonymous to provide all service users with the
opportunity to feedback freely and without restriction. We did provide an option for people to
leave their email addresses if there was anything specific they wanted to address, and we
followed up with twenty-nine respondents.

The survey covered:
●

Awareness of Film Birmingham and the piloted expanded services

●

Film permits

●

Locations

●

Crew and facilities

●

General filming/locations/crewing/property enquiries

●

Property registration

●

Training

●

Events

●

Attitudes to filming in the region and Film Birmingham services

●

Barriers to filming in the region

●

Other UK film offices

The Survey opened on Friday 15 th May and closed on Friday 29th May. In total there were
116 responses. 88% of responses were from the WMCA area, 53% of which were
Birmingham City postcodes. Responses also came from London, Bristol, Liverpool and
Cheltenham.

Area

Total Respondents

Birmingham
Walsall
Coventry
Solihull
Dudley
Stratford
Lichfield
Wolverhampton
Bromsgrove

61
7
6
4
4
3
2
2
1

Tamworth
Leamington
Redditch
Outside WMCA

1
1
1
13
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Job roles of the respondents were extremely varied with thirty-nine distinct job titles. Top
respondents by job title were producer (26%), director (16%) production manager (10%) and
location manager (6%). Respondents with job titles we hadn’t listed included writers, hair and
make up, editors, camera operators and runners.
Service users found out about Film Birmingham’s services primarily through word of mouth
(47%) via the website (29%) and from social media (22%).
77% of respondents were unaware of Film Birmingham’s pilot scheme expanding services into
all local authorities in the WMCA region. This is not surprising as there was no specific
announcement made of the expansion due to it being a pilot. A permanent expansion of Film
Birmingham’s services would be communicated and therefore in hindsight this question should
not have been included in the final questionnaire.

Film Permits
Identified as Film Birmingham’s core service, this section had the largest response rate with
54 respondents (47%) having arranged film permits through Film Birmingham.
41 respondents (82%) were satisfied or more with Film Birmingham’s ability to organise
permits and logistical needs with the highest percentage (38%) extremely satisfied. 4
respondents were not satisfied by Film Birmingham’s service in this area. Given it’s a core
service these responses would indicate Film Birmingham perform above average in this area.
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The majority of respondents say the pricing of permits through Film Birmingham is reasonable.
Again, 4 respondents (8%) were not satisfied but contrasted with 41 respondents (84%) who
were satisfied or more then we can conclude permits are priced appropriately. Respondents
were overwhelmingly satisfied with Film Birmingham’s communication about permits. 40
respondents (82%) were satisfied or more, with 33% being extremely satisfied.
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Overall 38 respondents (78%) were satisfied or more with Film Birmingham’s overall service
for film permits, with 19 (38%) extremely satisfied. 6 respondents were not satisfied. This is a
positive response and encouraging that the core service is well received.

Respondent comments
Respondent comments in the main were positive with the majority highlighting good
communication, helpfulness and efficiency of service.
“I have worked with Film Birmingham on a few occasions and found them to be very
helpful and efficient.”
“Great Team. It was a total pleasure to film in Birmingham.”

“In general, the film office is fantastic. The only gripe I had was that on occasion, it
took a little while to get the right response.”
“Film Birmingham has been very helpful and accommodative. They tended to us very
well and promptly. All information needed were shared well. Never left us
unattended. We were very satisfied.”

Locations
Section 2 of the questionnaire explored user satisfaction with Film Birmingham’s locations
service. This section had the second highest response rate for a specific service with 32
respondents (29%) saying they had used Film Birmingham specifically for locations.
There was a largely positive response to the support received from Film Birmingham in finding
locations. 22 (71%) respondents were satisfied or more with 45% of those being extremely
satisfied. Those not satisfied were again in single figures although with less respondents this
means a higher percentage of people (19%) were unhappy with the service.
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71% of respondents were satisfied or more with Film Birmingham's knowledge of locations.
Based on user comments It would have been useful here to understand if these were mainly
Birmingham city centre locations.
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70% of respondents were satisfied or more with the responsiveness of Film Birmingham’s
communication.

Overall, the majority of the respondents who have used Film Birmingham for locations were
satisfied or more with Film Birmingham’s service, but the results are fairly evenly split across
the scale with over a quarter of respondents less than satisfied
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Respondent Comments
Again, comments were positive in the main, with respondents recognising Film Birmingham’s
helpfulness and local knowledge.
“It’s superb. It can seem expensive, but it is excellent value as overall thus is a
cheaper way of getting the right location at the right time.”
“Invaluable local knowledge and contacts.”
“The team in bham film office are always friendly and helpful”
The negative comments here were mainly around a perceived lack of support in finding
locations across the wider region but this is something the pilot can address in working
closely with the other Local Authorities.
“DISAPPOINTED IN THE LACK OF SUPPORT OF HELPING FIND LOCATIONS,
THEY WANTED US TO USED LOCATIONS SCOUTS AT COST, TO FIND WHAT
WE NEEDED.”
“They did not seem to have strong knowledge/interest of the region outside
Birmingham city region”
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Crew and facilities
Responses to this section were low; only 20 respondents had used Film Birmingham for Crew
and Facilities. Low responses can skew bias but of the people who did use this service, the
average weighted score for each question was much lower than that of Permits and Locations.
50% of respondents were not satisfied (30%) or only slightly satisfied with Film Birmingham’s
knowledge of crew and facilities.
The overall satisfaction graph mirrors this and user comments were largely negative.

Respondent comments
Respondent comments were particularly negative in this section with main issues focusing on
the upkeep of accurate information.
“Used crew service several years ago, as well as recently. There needs to be a vetting
process as there were crew who definitely aren't the job they claim to be. Went
elsewhere to fill crew vacancies.”
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“It’s sometimes out of date- essentially crew Birmingham fulfils this role better”
“As someone who is listed on the crew website , I have always found access to the
website quite difficult and although I get my CV forwarded to incoming productions I
have never in All the years I have been listed , ever gained a job through Film
Birmingham”
“A lot of information about services and crew is very old and outdated.”

General enquiries
We wanted to get a better understanding of how people generally perceive Film Birmingham’s
service and in this section we asked whether users had contacted the office for general
filming/locations/crewing/property enquiries. This had a high response rate with 53% saying
they had at one time or another contacted Film Birmingham.
84% of people contacted Film Birmingham via email. 59% had contacted Film Birmingham on
the phone.
The majority of respondents were satisfied or more (61%) with the information provided.

Whilst the majority of respondents were satisfied with the responsiveness of communication
from Film Birmingham over a third (33%) were less than satisfied.
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Respondent comments
User comments reflect a broad range of opinion here. Positive comments highlighted
responsiveness to enquiries, a passion for what Film Birmingham do and their knowledge of
the business.
“Prompt reply is very essential, and we felt Film Birmingham did a great job.”
“Very quick to respond to queries”
“Love working with such passionate and knowledgeable people”

Negative comments directly contradicted those positive comments and while it is difficult to
please everyone there are clearly some in the industry who feel they haven’t had the best
service. We present these as balance rather than criticism and of course these negative views
can be down to a whole host of reasons, some of which are outside of Film Birmingham’s
control such as staffing and resourcing.
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“very Slack and unwilling to help local crew”
“was too slow in replying to the email and needed to be chased”
“PROMISE A LOT OF SUPPORT BUT DIDN'T HAPPEN”.

Property registration, training and events
Only 4, 2 and 11 respondents respectively answered questions in these sections rendering
the responses too scant for analysis.
Based on these levels of responses we’d suggest people are not as engaged or as opinionated
on these services.

Attitudes to Filming in the Region and Film Birmingham Services
Questions in this area attracted a high response rate (over 80). Primarily, people chose to
work in the area due to the location choices. In interviews with those who had filmed in the
region, many highlighted the only location types missing from the region were coastlines or
docks.
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Respondent comments
There were no negative comments in this section and in reality many of the comments
reflected a loyalty to the region.
“I am from Birmingham and believe in filming in the city. It has a unique atmosphere
as a location.”
“It’s where we choose to be- for the betterment of the region and the commercial
potential”
“I am from and live in the West Midlands”
“Loyalty to the region I live in”

Naturally for some shooting locally was down to funding they had received.
“Filming actuality, did not have a choice of location”
“The filming I’ve been involved within Birmingham has only used this area because of
film grants and not because the area has been sold to productions as a great place to
locate their productions”
“Regional funding”
The final point made was the geographical location of the region. Particular reference was
made in some consultation interviews to the region being close to London which is a real
selling point.
“Of three ppl on the crew one lived there, one to the north, one to the south. It was the
middle point”
“Regional requirement and proximity to London”

When asked whether respondents would choose to work in the region again the overwhelming
majority (85%) said yes. Reasons for filming in the region fall into proximity, funding, positive
experience and loyalty to the region. This is positive for the region and for Film Birmingham
going forward.
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There is a tangible sense of passion for and loyalty to the region in many of the users
comments here; the location choices, the environment and the access are particularly valued.
“I like working here, the atmosphere of the place and the unique intangible quality that
I find is indivisible with the cinema that I create.”
“Now have substantive base, multiple productions and existing talent pool in midlands”
“I have always had a very positive experience working with the film office and would
always go back should the opportunity arise.”
“The area provides a good variety of locations and is quite accessible, plus it is very
helpful having the services of Film Birmingham for support”
“The region has a wealth of locations and access is easy”

For some it boils down to whether funding is available to shoot in the region. Currently the only
fund open is Creative England’s West Midlands Production Fund
“Funding is vital”
“This is because the majority of our work is within the West Midlands area.”
“Only if sufficient funding brings me back!”
For others it’s the fact it’s convenient or they have little option given budgets and they are
based there.
“Convenience - close to home and a good range of environments.”
“We're based here so we have little choice.”
“Only because it is local to me”

When asked how important it is to have a one stop shop providing a coordinated production
service across the West Midlands region over half (51%) responded it was extremely
important. 91% of respondents felt this was important, very important or extremely important.
Again, this is positive for Film Birmingham in that coordinating a one stop shop across the
Midlands could be a very positive move.
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We asked what changes could be made to Film Birmingham's services to help develop the
film sector in the West Midlands and received 66 written responses. Some of these were
lengthy and indicated a strong depth of feeling. For ease of reference we have grouped these
into headings as many comments made similar points.

Collaboration
“Collaboration and communication between other like-minded services - Crew
Birmingham, Create Central, Screen Central etc So there becomes one voice for
specific services.”
“A better hub for all creatives.”
“More integrated and joined up services with other providers, including crew groups
like Crew Birmingham, to allow for a "one stop shop" for productions.”
Purpose
Some users also made recommendations for a streamlining and clarifying of Film
Birmingham’s core services and the need to work with other parts of the industry in the city
and region.
“First and foremost, it should be a locations and permits service, linked closely to the
City Council so legal hurdles in terms of street closures for e.g. are acted upon quickly.
But FB should not necessarily be an in-house council department because it needs to
be agile and work closely with Create Central. It should also review its support of local
professionals in terms of an easily accessible talent finding service.”
“They can be a resource but need to focus more on their core strengths rather than
expand into areas they are simply not equipped to do, and don’t need to do.”
“The only functions necessary for a film office are location permits, inward investment
and liaison with external producers. Incoming enquiries should be passed on as
appropriate. Literally everything else should be provided for by the marketplace. At
least in this case the market would determine what services are required.
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Opportunity
In direct contrast to the responses outlining streamlining, there are users who would like to
see Film Birmingham do more. However, some of this will naturally fall under Create Central’s
remit.
“The West Midlands has a wealth of TV & film production students yet provides very
little real set experience. I'd like to see Film Birmingham facilitate more opportunities
to keep new & local talent. I also feel more should be done to attract primetime drama's
and feature films. One of the main drawbacks the Midlands has, is a lack of
studio/production/adaptable space. Places like London, Manchester, Leeds, Scotland
etc, get more funding and exposure because they film high-end TV and film. We have
great documentary productions but very little high-profile productions.”
“I think that film Birmingham should hold more events and workshops with local
companies and filmmakers. This will allow us to find crews, location and possible
funding within the area.”
“More training in specific areas for the more challenging roles to recruit (PC’s and
technical) difficult to recruit locally.”
“Make it easier for students to learn about it and become involved.”
Expansion
There was recognition that Film Birmingham has obviously focused on the city rather than the
wider West Midlands region and that any offer beyond there could be welcome.
“I was not aware that Film Birmingham offered anything to me as it appears so
Birmingham centric. It might need to change its name to cover the whole region. A
comprehensive study into locations, location bases, production offices, crew, cast
opportunities etc. would be very useful.
“Use areas outside of just Birmingham i.e. other areas of the west midlands including
Stoke/Staffordshire. There should also be an initiative to promote entry level/ new
talent for priority for jobs in order to keep talent moving and widening the talent in the
industry. Without giving new runners etc a chance more and more people will turn their
backs on it and the industry will suffer.”
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Service
The principal area for criticism related to the Film Birmingham Crew Database
“A comprehensive data base with up to date CV's for all skilled film crew, generator
companies, equipment hire, post production facilities, recording studios, filming studios
or locations that could act as film studios etc. the list is endless.”
Resources
Finally, there were the calls for Film Birmingham to have more resources to be able to do their
job more effectively.
“More investment from the council”
“Probably, just more staff.”
“Perhaps more staff for the team.”
Positively, 75% (63 respondents) answered yes when asked: Would you recommend Film
Birmingham to other industry colleagues/people? 32 respondents skipped the question and
21 respondents answered no.

Barriers to Filming in the Region
When asked if they had experienced any barriers to filming in the region 32% of respondents
said they had encountered some barriers. When asked about specific barriers the chief
concerns were the lack of studio space and film infrastructure in the region. There was some
criticism

here

of

Film

Birmingham

which

mainly

focused

on

engagement.
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Respondent comments
“Lack of expertise and engagement - I was able to find what I needed through other
organisations/contacts rather than through Film Birmingham”
“Lack of production space. The region struggles to keep hold of new talent because of
more opportunities elsewhere.”
“There is precious little film infrastructure in the region. There is hardly any studio
provision, so anything other than "on location" filming is all but impossible. The lack of
funding for locally produced stories creates barriers to creating projects, and the lack
of jobs leads to crew drains, where the best people are working year-round but there
is a paucity of other to fill roles.
“No proper studio space”
“Service doesn't promote local crew, the only reason I've got local jobs is because I
know other crew on them, they've been told by Film Birmingham that there isn't local
crew in those roles, my cv never gets put forward. I’ve never got work through Film
Birmingham.”
“On two separate occasions major productions have approached us to provide
locations and crew because the service provided by Film Birmingham was not fit for
purpose at a fundamental level. Further, the disappointment in the service provided
was made clear by the visiting crews.”

Other UK Film Offices
Over half (48 of 84) of the respondents had used other film offices in the UK. Liverpool,
London and Manchester were most frequently praised. When describing effective and
impressive services the most critical elements were:
●

Quality of locations database

●

Knowledge of locations in the area

●

Speed and efficiency of enquiries and support

●

Absolute reliability and professionalism of the film office personnel

●

Positive working relationships with other organisations and wider industry in the
region
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“Communication and relationships. Most impressive is the speed in which people are
able to process our requests. Sometimes commercials can change whole locations the
day before shoot. Liverpool city council are particularly good at doing everything by the
book as soon as you ask, so it is stressful, but it is always doable.”
“Liverpool Film Office - They're knowledgeable, efficient and able to provide help even
when urgent location permissions were needed. They were also able to track down
owners of property not on their locations list and liaise on my behalf to gain filming
permissions. They supported me, treated me well and with respect on low-no budget
projects at the start of my career - just as well as when I've had more significant
budgets for drama in latter years.”
“Bristol Cardiff having council support with turning old unused buildings into filming
studios”
“Our experiences with the Liverpool Film Office and Film London were both
professional and faultless.”
“Not as many had such good communication as film Birmingham”

Summary
The online survey was undertaken by a wide cross section of the West Midlands industry and
those from outside the region who have used Film Birmingham’s services. In the main, the
feedback is positive particularly across core services such as providing permits, finding
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locations and general enquiries. The more negative feedback is centred around the online
resources such as the crew and locations databases and availability of resources such as time
and personnel. Yes, there are people who are not happy with the service they have received
from Film Birmingham, but these are issues that Film Birmingham can address in the
immediate short term prior to any continuation of expansion. Indeed, it is essential they do.
Longer term issues respondents flagged up such as lack of infrastructure, information, studio
space and funding are much wider industry related rather than being Film Birmingham’s
problems specifically. Our recommendations in section 4 suggest how Film Birmingham can
play their part with other industry bodies in the region to address the more deep-rooted
problems across the sector.

Consultation Interviews
In addition to the survey we also held telephone consultation interviews with location
managers, producers and filmmakers who have worked with Film Birmingham to gauge their
opinions on the services offered.

Feedback from those consultations mirrored survey responses rather than deviating from
them. There were positive and negative comments but there was also a passion from the
majority to see the West Midlands have a thriving TV and Film sector.

Service users such as location managers we spoke to were in the main very positive of the
experience they had with Film Birmingham. For them, a production services duty was to make
it easy for them to do their job.
“Film Birmingham makes life easier, encourages you to film there unlike London
People ask me and I say Bham is brilliant. Staff are knowledgeable and there to help.”
Location Manager.

One consultee described how Film Birmingham facilitated some last-minute shooting for a
major feature.
“I’d never done something that scale with that short notice and didn’t think we could
pull it off. We looked at Glasgow, Manchester, Cardiff but Film Birmingham were very
relaxed…. we did a whistle stop tour with them... and we did it. Wonderful experience.
Can’t fault them. Every film now I think Birmingham.” Location Manager
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Another location manager stressed the importance of Film Birmingham’s One Stop Shop
approach.
“What I found with Film Birmingham was a one stop shop where they work with you
closely. It can be difficult, but then you’re not dealing with traffic management directly.”
Location manager

This backs up the survey responses that suggest Film Birmingham carries out its role of a
production services office in the city effectively.

Some interviewees felt Film Birmingham being situated within the council placed restrictions
on their ability to work swiftly and appear open to the industry. Bureaucracy is a word that
came up several times.
“Being part of the council means their hands are tied. I’m sure this means they’re not
as agile as they need to be.”
“I don’t like the bureaucracy; I’ve found it to be a barrier”

Interviewees reported the locations database needs dedicated work as it is currently patchy
and lacking detail on entries. Users also felt databases of locations and crew could be more
accessible and they currently had unnecessary barriers in place. This is not necessarily a
problem just for Film Birmingham. Several of the film offices we spoke to around the country
were using Covid-19 lockdown to carry out database maintenance and updates. Clearly this
is a resource and time issue.
“For continuity, if there could have a been one or two dedicated people working on the
database in particular that would have been better in order to grow the database
(during the initial pilot)”

It was felt unanimously that Film Birmingham were under-resourced with the majority of
interviewees connecting this to criticisms of Film Birmingham’s service and their potential to
bring filming activity to the region. Film Birmingham have been relying on one full time member
of staff, the vacancy for a Film Birmingham Assistant has not been filled since the previous
postholder left after a sabbatical in 2019 due to a recruitment freeze. This has meant the
extended use of freelancers of for over a year, which has undoubtedly affected Film
Birmingham’s ability to operate at an optimum level.
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“Holding onto freelancers has been challenging, can’t rely on their availability if they
get other work, Sindy Campbell, Head of Film Birmingham

SWOT analysis
From the interviews and research carried out we have created a SWOT analysis for Film
Birmingham which we hope will show at a glance where the organisation needs to immediately
focus its priorities. This links to our recommendations in section 4.

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Established
Part of UK Network
Good knowledge of city location
Council run means regular funding, easy
access to departments for road closures,
parking etc.
Relationships with other LAs through pilot

Working in a vacuum
Understaffed - one full time member of staff
Public body and with this comes
bureaucracy
Value (£) to region unclear.
Crewing database widely reported to be out
of date.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

LEP Development Fund
Film West Midlands re-brand
Wider knowledge of locations in West
Midlands
Partnership with Create Central
Expansion of business model
HS2
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games
WMPF
National and International Economic Impact
Coventry UK City of Culture 2021

Criticism from the region’s sector
Region is fragmented and working in silos
Council/LA apathy
Covid-19
Budget cuts
Competition from other Film offices.
Create Central MOU rejected

Filming data
We were supplied with annual data on the number of filming days that had taken place by
production category and the subsequent annual economic impact data by production category.
From 2012/13 to 2016/17 there were 7 production categories. In 2017/18 and 2019/20 there
were 17 and 22 respectively. This made comprehensive comparison between production
categories difficult. Film Birmingham’s pilot expansion into the wider region took place in
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2019/20 so data by partner local authority is only available for one year. We were not given
data for 2018/19 for filming days or economic impact which leaves a gap in the following
graphs.

Total filming days have increased over the time period we have data for although 2019/20
figures are less than 2017/18. For comparison the latest figures from Liverpool Film Office
are as follows:
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“Latest figures show that, once again, it has been a bumper year for filming across
the Liverpool City Region, with 324 different film and TV projects filming here, racking
up an impressive 1,750 production days – 363 more days than 2018.”1

We selected production categories recorded across the full time span available to compare
levels of filming days in specific types of production. Data on shorts and features used to be
counted in the same category making it difficult to highlight feature figures specifically. In
2019/20 333 filming days were spent on feature films.

Film Birmingham Data

1

Liverpool Film Office | https://www.liverpoolfilmoffice.tv/press/2019-a-record-breaking-year-forfilming-in-liverpool-city-region/
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Economic impact data comprises cast/crew accommodation in Birmingham and details of
spend in the city including location fees, cast, crew, local services, facilities, catering, travel
and post production. It is monitored by economic impact reports completed by each production
(or by a UK industry devised formula in the case of missing reports). Over the timespan
available economic impact has fluctuated with a peak in 2016/17 and a drop to the second
lowest figure in the most recent year. Liverpool Film Office recorded the following for the same
year:
“As a result, £17.6 million has been brought into the local economy – an increase of
£1.5m on last year.”2

In Edinburgh they report an average of 400-500 productions in the city and 20-40 in outlying
areas. They more than get their money back through economic impact. It varies yr. on yr., but
as an example the Scottish Borders had an ROI of 1 to 300 in a good year – 1 to 50 Is a bad
year.

We were supplied with data on whether productions had been local, regional, national or
international in 2019/20. Whilst filming days were fairly evenly split across local, national and
international productions the vast majority of economic impact was derived locally. On further
investigation Film Birmingham confirmed this was due to BBC Doctors being filmed in 2019/20
and classed as a local production. There is an opportunity to increase the economic impact
from national and international productions by attracting higher budget productions.

2

Liverpool Film Office | https://www.liverpoolfilmoffice.tv/press/2019-a-record-breaking-year-forfilming-in-liverpool-city-region/
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Filming days that had taken place in the partner local authority regions were broken down by
production type. Sandwell and Wolverhampton had the broadest range of productions with six
different types each. Coventry attracted the highest number of filming days at 137 days
whereas Bromsgrove, Dudley, Solihull and Wyre Forest had less than 10 days each.

For comparison, the range of filming days in Birmingham for 2019/20 covers 22 categories.
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4. Film Birmingham - Regional film office business
models
In this section we outline how Film Birmingham, in partnership with the local authorities and
other key stakeholders, can continue to provide a coordinated response to filming enquiries
in the West Midlands following the conclusion of the pilot scheme in March 2021. As per the
brief our intention is to:
●

Make recommendations for how best FB could become Film West Midlands (FWM)
going forwards. Identify any ways the current service activity could be improved,
considering feedback from surveys and best practice elsewhere, including the way
commercial schemes operate.

●

Make recommendations as to how a new FWM should be set-up and operate within
the likely political climate of an industry body (Create Central) supporting the sectors
growth.

●

Include a variety of business model options, recommendations as to how to achieve
a production base that attracts productions and develop and retain talent, alongside
best practice going forward.

We will do this by firstly presenting a summary of our consultations with the Local Authorities
participating in the pilot. We then look at comparable models of production services around
the UK and assess the critical factors affecting Film Birmingham’s potential expansion to Film
West Midlands. Finally, we look at the political landscape and the impact of Covid-19 before
suggesting potential business models going forward.

Local authority consultation summary
In February 2019, Film Birmingham was awarded funding from the Greater Birmingham and
Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP) to pilot a scheme which explores the
possibility of offering their production services to all local authorities within the GBSLEP and
West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) region.
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The aim of the pilot scheme is to explore ways in which local authorities within the West
Midlands can work together to provide a cohesive service to production companies who
wish to film in the region. Its ambitions include:

●

Improving coordination of all film related activity

●

Standardisation of response to filming enquiries

●

Provision of production support such as sourcing locations

●

Streamlining logistics support

●

Devising service level options, including cost of services

●

Identifying income streams

●

Business model that addresses commercialisation within a local authority
structure

●

Researching best practice within similar schemes and contrasting with
commercial schemes

●

Raising the profile and visibility of the region worldwide

●

Becoming a film friendly region

The pilot scheme began in March 2019 and was to conclude in July 2020. The onset of
Covid-19 and subsequent halt to all filming in the UK however has meant extending the pilot
until the end of March 2021, pending confirmation from those participating.

There are 18 Local Authorities in the region including Birmingham City Council. In all, 12
signed up to the pilot following information and presentations from the Film Birmingham
team.

Wolverhampton

Coventry

Walsall

Solihull

Dudley

Sandwell

Tamworth

Bromsgrove

Wyre Forest

Cannock Chase

East Staffordshire

Redditch
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Those that didn’t sign up such as Lichfield cited capacity issues; unable to find the human
resources required to help facilitate the pilot in their borough. Equally, although East
Staffordshire also signed up, they found it difficult to take it forward because the contact there
has multiple roles and lacks the time to devote to the project.

Local authority consultations summary
Critical to this report was the canvassing of opinions from the local authorities participating in
the pilot. If Film Birmingham was to continue to offer production services across the region
under the new umbrella of Film West Midlands what was their interest and what would the
potential take-up look like?
We contacted all of the LA’s currently signed up to the pilot to participate in telephone or Zoom
consultations. It has been a challenge to reach many of the specific contacts in each LA,
primarily due to Covid-19 and other priorities, and not all were available to speak to us in the
allotted time frame.
Telephone or Zoom consultations have taken place with 6 participating local authorities;
Walsall, Coventry, Dudley, Solihull, Wolverhampton and Sandwell. East Staffordshire and
Cannock Chase asked for questions to be put to them via email. It should be made clear that
everyone we spoke to was the contact provided by Film Birmingham and is employed at either
Manager or Officer level. All of them stated that ultimately any decision to continue with the
extended services scheme would sit higher up at Executive level. However, given they are at
the front line of the pilot in their respective LAs, they would have to make the case for its
continuation in partnership with Film Birmingham and thus their opinions are extremely
important. This summary is not intended as an evaluation of the pilot to date.

The value of the pilot
All participants realised the value of Film and TV production taking place in their area. All but
one had experience of facilitating it, but there was widespread recognition that Film
Birmingham’s pilot was potentially offering the opportunity to use their locations, generate
revenue and put regional towns and locations on the map. All of those we spoke to maintained
Film Birmingham made a compelling case to join the pilot and it was easy to sell into the
decision makers.
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“It was easy to sell into our executive directors one of who looks after leisure centres,
art galleries, libraries, parks and cemeteries. He could straight away see the links, ticks
all the boxes as far as we are concerned.”
“For us it aligns with our broader aspiration about improving our brand as a borough
and a council and keen to change any misconceptions about the area and celebrate
who we are and our heritage and our future. We can prioritise this over other things
because we see a longer-term benefit.”
“We have had talks on how filming can be a good revenue stream. I think we would be
keen for those opps to be exploited wherever possible.”

LAs also saw participating in the pilot as an opportunity to have some of their workload and
facilitation taken off them.
“This tied in with a lot of what we were doing at the time. It was felt we would benefit
from someone else taking on that work. We would have occasional one-off filming
which we did, but this is also an opportunity for higher profile longer term stuff to
happen.”
“I have dealt with film and Tv before. Mainly TV. Production companies coming directly
to us so my POV is this pilot was about taking a lot of work away from us.”

Continuation of the pilot and beyond
The Film Birmingham pilot has unfortunately been interrupted by Covid-19 and this has made
it impossible for the participating LAs to really assess the impact of it so far. They welcomed
the fact it is being extended, potentially to March 2021.

All of the LAs contacted, with the exception of East Staffs and Cannock Chase, expressed
interest in partnering with Film Birmingham post pilot but did so with the caveat that given
Covid-19’s impact on filming they have not seen enough activity as yet to make the robust
business case required to continue. This is the challenge for Film Birmingham; to work closely
with those participating LAs over the course of the extension to facilitate more opportunities
and help them make that case for financial support post March 2021.

Specifically, understanding the amount of revenue that might be available to their LA is crucial
to any business case presented to those making the decisions. Robust financial impact data
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and potential revenue forecasts would need to be incorporated to demonstrate value for
money.
There was a universal recognition that post Covid-19 every LA would need to generate more
revenue and that Film and TV could well be one of the answers.
“The grey area is around money. They deal with the paperwork and we have to approve
for the filming but I’m not sure we are getting any revenue from that.
We know it could be a revenue generating activity. London is very expensive.”
“What value are we getting from it? We know if you get film companies in your area
there’s economic impact, but we don’t know how much – that kind of data helps tell the
people here the value of working with FB.
It’s the business case again. If we get value then yes, we there would be willingness
to continue, especially if the bulk of the work was being done by FB.”
“Not been any conversation as yet about what the cost implication might be to carry on
after the pilot. I’ve got nothing tangible yet to say this is a really good opportunity for
us. Haven’t got that one opp to talk about revenue generation and write a business
case to say this is why we should do this.”

East Staffs reasons for not continuing were primarily financial with other services taking
priority.
“Increasing the level of TV and Film production in the area would always be welcome,
however it is not currently a high priority for the Council and so is not something that
the Council would look to actively support at this time.”

Cannock Chase have not ruled out working with Film Birmingham post pilot but a desire for
increased TV and Film production “is not a key consideration as we are a small district with
limited venues.” However, they were keen to stress that there was a general keenness from
officers and Members to promote the District more, particularly as they will be hosting the
mountain biking at the Commonwealth Games and are starting to do more around tourism
after reducing activity in this area in recent years.
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Paying for Film Birmingham’s services
The question of paying for any service post pilot prompted similar responses. Only East
Staffordshire ruled it out completely. Clarity of what the local authorities were getting for their
money, the potential financial incentive for them going forward and clear areas of responsibility
for both the participating LA and Film Birmingham were the principal concerns.
“How will it work after the trial period? Presume there will be some payment from the
council, but we would need revenue over and above that. That decision would have to
made at a higher level. We signed up as we are not paying anything.”
“What are we getting for our money? If you pay for a service then we’d need the
evidence of what it brings to the council. Going to be under more pressure now. Could
be seen as a luxury.”
“In principle it’s a great idea and I can see the benefit from a destination POV. It can
make a remarkable difference to a place.
If I had the clarity and the brief and I can put a compelling business case together then
that would be great.”

Film West Midlands
Aside from the clarity over financial impact, all participants thought it would improve their
business case if there was a rebrand of Film Birmingham to Film West Midlands. Politically it
would be welcomed and, in some cases, could make the difference between continuing or not.
“We work collaboratively with other councils and are part of WMCA and I don’t think it
would harm us to be part of a wider Film West Midlands – if you’re not part of it then….”
“Film West Midlands has a better resonance as we are not Birmingham. If it’s Film
West Midlands you’ve got a larger area to cover and more options to find the right
property.”
“Film West Midlands name change would help to convince anyone who is sceptical
about the relationship. Changing the name to West Midlands for me would make a
difference.”
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Other points raised
Some of those consulted had strong ideas on how the pilot could be developed and it would
be pertinent for Film Birmingham to follow up with each LA during the extension of the pilot to
discuss any thoughts they might have.

The Commonwealth Games and City of Culture were both mentioned as potential
opportunities to showcase Coventry, Birmingham and the surrounding areas to location
managers and potentially create lookbooks. Film and tourism were also an area for exploration
and exploitation for many.
“The Commonwealth games is a massive opportunity. Get location Managers over
here and show them around. Get Momentum going”
“We use the buildings and locations here in the expectation of there being some
economic trickledown to us but there is a real risk that people would come in and go
and stay in Birmingham in Malmaison or somewhere like that. We need a package
type holiday offer. Let’s explore it. Keep them in the area. “
“We need to start looking at some key areas with a combined culture and tourism offer.
How we can work with the towns fund to focus on uniqueness in each centre”

There was recognition from a number of the LAs that they also need to do some hard work on
their side to ensure the pilot is a success. This includes getting other colleagues on board with
what they’re trying to do as well as selling their regions proactively to the film and TV industry.
Getting their colleagues on board is not simply just about advocacy. It is also about revenue.
“People are motivated by revenue and that will only increase. We have revenue targets
for all sort of things now. When I’m putting enquiries out to gardens and parks for
example, if they can see pound signs people will react quicker.”
“We would be more than happy for Film Birmingham to approach our traffic
management team directly, but we need to practice it first. I feel we haven’t had
enough success yet to feel confident and leave people to get on with it.”
“Film Birmingham have their lookbook and also what we need is what’s available in
our region. Here are the hotels, the restaurants, the leisure facilities. Set our stall out.
We need to show range across region.”
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Conclusion
There was overwhelming evidence that the local authorities participating in the pilot were
excited to be part of the scheme and understand the types of opportunities Film Birmingham
could bring to their regions. In reality, Covid-19 has halted the pilot with five months still
remaining and it is difficult to assess the impact to date across the West Midlands region. The
extension of the pilot has been welcomed, there is still enthusiasm across the majority of LAs
we spoke to, and over the next seven months Film Birmingham should work closely with their
partners to facilitate filming opportunities and help make the business case for potential
investment from local authorities in 2021/22.

Comparable Models
From the outset the key aspect of the brief has been to identify a variety of business model
options to allow Film Birmingham to continue providing production services across the West
Midlands once the initial pilot scheme has come to an end. A critical part of our research
involved speaking to other UK film offices and a range of UK film office representatives.
Birmingham is a founding member of the UK Film Office Network, a forum for twenty-one
publicly funded film offices and agencies across the UK to share best practice and knowledge
as well as discuss industry trends.
We attempted to speak to as many of the film offices as possible in the research timeframe.
However, Covid-19 has decimated the sector and a number of film offices were closed or
unresponsive. In some cases, particularly in council run film offices, the staff had been
relocated to another department or seconded to directly help with the pandemic response.

In this section we will detail a range of film office business models across the UK and use this
information to propose possible business models for Film Birmingham in the following section.
Cardiff Film Office
Cardiff Film Office has been in operation for approximately fifteen years and has been entirely
council run in that time. It works closely with the Government owned Wales Screen
Commission in providing production services for the city. Cardiff Film Office is a not-for-profit
organisation “dedicated to attracting, promoting and cultivating film, television and commercial
production throughout the Welsh capital city.”
The staff have to generate their own funding through permits and providing filming services
for the council. They have done this increasingly successfully for the last ten years, although
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they do benefit from Casualty, Dr Who and most recently His Dark Materials being shot in the
city. When asked about their success they agree the Cardiff Bay Development has been
integral, but also that “relationships with location managers are key for returning business.”

Business model summary:
●

No core funding for salaries - all salaries are generated through revenue

●

Primary revenue through permits.

●

Secondary revenue through production of ‘creative content’ in all formats: live-action
documentaries, behind-the-scenes, events, motion-graphics, 3D animation.

●

Two full time members of staff

●

Facilitates filming in council owned buildings but fees go to the building/council

●

Also offers scouting service for a fee but rarely used

●

No crew or private locations database

●

Benefits from Cardiff Bay studio development and resident series such as Casualty

Kent Film Office
The Kent Film Office was established in 2006 as an economic development initiative by Kent
County Council. It generates inward investment into the Kent & Medway economies from the
film and broadcast industries. Kent Film Office’s mission is to maximise inward investment
from filming activity for the county. The Kent Film Partnership has been in place in 2008 and
is an agreement between Kent Film Office, the local authorities, police and private
stakeholders to ensure Kent is a film friendly region. It explicitly states, “Kent Film Office is the
main point of contact for all filming in Kent in order to minimise administration and deliver a
timely, consistent, first class service to the creative industries.”
Kent had its best year in 2019 and there is little they need to do in terms of increasing revenue
for the office itself. Their focus is inward investment and economic spend.
“There was £6m economic benefit for the region last year; £84 return for £1 spent.
There are not many things the council does that has that sort of economic return.”
Gabrielle Lindemann – Kent Film Officer

Kent has also benefited from film tourism and has launched initiatives such as The Darling
Buds of May, Dickens and The Tudors trails. Available online, the trails, maps and information
have increased spend in the region.
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Business model summary:
●

Core funded by Kent Council

●

Set up Kent Film Partnership in 2008 to bring together key partners

●

Focuses on provision of production services across the whole of Kent, 12 local
authorities in total.

●

Income primarily from permits

●

Also handle some of the council owned properties and take 10%

●

Operates locations database

●

Active film tourism initiative

●

Two members of staff

Film Edinburgh
Film Edinburgh is the City of Edinburgh Council's film office, providing film office services not
only for Edinburgh but also East Lothian and Scottish Borders.
Film Edinburgh has been in operation for 27 years and originally sat within the University
before merging with two business tourism related functions and turned into Marketing
Edinburgh. On April 1st Marketing Edinburgh was disbanded and the film office is now part of
the city of Edinburgh council again.
“It makes sense for us to be in the council rather than out. Gives us security to the
service. Don’t have to apply for funding on an annual basis. However, the ability for
the council to do anything quickly is challenging.” Rosie Ellison, Head of Film
Edinburgh
Film Edinburgh has two other local authorities it’s responsible for and charges those regions
£5,500 to be looked after by the film office. Film Edinburgh has a very successful track record
and it’s ROI in 2019 was £1 to £300 which ultimately means the participating LAs more than
make their money back.

In 2020 Film Edinburgh has been tasked by the council to look at generating its own revenue
through other means and is currently working on a strategy. Plans include charging locations
admin fees to get them signed up, take photos and put them on the website, and charging an
admin fee to large scale productions filming in the area. Local companies will not be charged.
They also plan to offer a hotel booking service in 2021.
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“The council isn’t the cash cow. I have been charged with finding more revenue and
increase staff which go hand in hand. We obviously get the income from the two other

authorities plus any others that come on board.” Rosie Ellison, Head of Film Edinburgh
Business model summary:
●

Core funded by Edinburgh City Council

●

Charter with East Lothian Council to provide filming services to East Lothian and the
Scottish Borders for £5,500 per annum per region

●

400-500 productions in the city, 20-40 in outlying areas per annum

●

Operates a Recce Fund that encourages industry beyond the region to consider
filming there.

●

Revising strategy to include admin fees, hotel booking service and more local
authority sign ups.

●

Offers locations and crew database

●

Locations based, no studio

Liverpool Film Office
Liverpool Film Office have been in operation for over 30 years and are an administrative
function of Liverpool City Council. They facilitate filming throughout the Liverpool City Region
including the boroughs of Liverpool, the Wirral, Sefton, Halton, Knowsley and St Helens.
Over the last 10 years the film office has attracted over £100m of inward investment into the
local economy.

Liverpool Film Office have developed a wholly strategic outlook to their function, performance
and activities and are frequently referenced as a forward-thinking production services office
by their peers. They are core funded by Liverpool City Council but have benefitted from two
years of Liverpool City Region Combined Authority funding worth £2.2m. This has allowed
them to grow their production services offer in outlying regions combined with an evergreen
production fund designed to fuel capacity ahead of Littlewoods studio becoming available
(Littlewoods is delayed due to private funding). Although they have been funded for two years
to provide a similar expanded service to Film Birmingham, they have been building local
authority relationships informally for a considerable time and this gave them an advantage in
hitting the ground running. Once the two-year funding period is over their plan is to receive
10% commission of their profit on the services provided to other local authorities.
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Liverpool are continually seeking to develop income streams such as booking services for
accommodation where they take an administration fee and charging private location owners
an annual fee to manage their filming.
Their annual budget is just over £100,000 which funds core staff and overheads with revenue
of £200,000 generated which allows funding of specialist posts. Given Liverpool’s income far
outweighs their public funding, Film Liverpool may look to become a limited company in the
future.
Business model summary:
●

Core funded by Liverpool City Council

●

Additional two-year funding from LCRCA of £2.2m

●

Oversee Production Fund

●

Offer services to private locations for an annual fee

●

Four FT members of staff with a paid consultant overseeing the production fund.

●

Provides hotel booking service for a fee

●

Talent development programme to upskill local workforce

We also spoke to Wales Screen to understand how a national offer works. Their organisation
is purely not for profit and is entirely funded by Welsh Government as part of their Creative
Wales team. Wales Screen assists both inward investment and indigenous productions on a
practical basis, ensuring that their spend within the Welsh economy is maximised.

Prior to being taken in house they were formally known as Wales Screen Commission and
had to earn all of their salaries through generating revenue and charging fees. They also
worked across all the local authorities in Wales, charging an annual fee of approximately
£5000 to each of them to provide a complete production services offer. Wales Screen works
closely with the only other dedicated film office in Wales, Cardiff Film Office, to ensure the
capital city maximises its potential for inward investment.

Through this consultation we did not discover a singularly commercial model although
Liverpool’s service is moving towards this given the amount of revenue they generate. There
is potential here for Film Birmingham to develop extra revenue streams although certain critical
factors will need to be addressed in order to do so.
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Critical Factors
Throughout our consultation phase several subjects and opportunities were raised frequently
and with emphasis, often without prompting on our part. They were echoed by our own initiated
research where it felt there were glaring omissions doing Film Birmingham a disservice in how
they are viewed by some users and stakeholders. We came to consider these as critical
factors.

Facing minimal core support and depleted
resources

A significant lack of diversity and inclusion
strategies region wide

The need to improve reputation and
communication

Acknowledging industry attitudes in the
region

Opportunities provided by Coventry UK
City of Culture 2021

Opportunities provided by Birmingham
2022 Commonwealth Games

The development of Create Central

The impact of Covid-19

We respond to these factors in our recommendations to develop Film Birmingham’s business
model in section four as they have an impact on Film Birmingham’s ability to operate and
expand.

Core Support and resources
“The culture budget has been slashed from 9.7m to 2.8m in the last ten years. The
museum service has been spun out. Film Birmingham has survived because core
costs are minimal, and it’s been income generating.” Symon Easton, Head of Cultural
Development, BCC.
Limited and endangered core support needs to sound a note of restraint for Film Birmingham.
Film Birmingham has been running with one staff member and p/t freelancers for over a year.
The council has not replaced the second FT staff member and this has put significant pressure
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on the organisation when it’s trying to deliver more services. In addition, the feedback has
been that Film Birmingham doesn’t appear to have the industry expertise of other film offices
in the UK.

Diversity and Inclusion
Interviewees did not think the current region workforce reflected the region and wider
population in terms of diversity well.
“No. An industry wide issue. Whole industry is very white male orientated. Lots of policy
in place but yes good question what is the strategy?”

Whilst stakeholders felt more needed to be considered and acted upon in this area there was
scant detail on example strategies.

One frequently mentioned area was publicly funded training programmes. Stakeholders
reported diversity and inclusion targets were always met. This led to a common concern that
new entrant schemes weren’t leading to fruitful destinations within the region causing a talent
drain bemoaned by the majority of interviewees. This contributed to the opinion there was no
sense of community in the region’s industry with several interviewees confident Create Central
would work to ‘do the connecting that’s needed’. Stakeholders were keen to point out inward
investment and an increased level of production work in the region are crucial to create
opportunities for graduates who will go where the work is.

Birmingham’s BFI funded Film Academy was cited as a positive force but with a concern there
was an over-reliance on the academy to provide diverse recruitment opportunities.

When consulted, multiple members of Film Birmingham personnel were eloquent on the
factors contributing to this systemic issue and were anxious to be more vocal and impactful
here.

Reputation and Communication
Throughout our consultation stakeholders were anxious to emphasise the fundamental part
reputation plays in developing a thriving service. It is hard to avoid the negative experiences
reported in the survey and by interview. We suspect Film Birmingham’s reputation has been
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eroded whilst attention has been diverted from protecting and improving core services through
a rather scattershot approach to other activities.
Film Birmingham’s website describes Ready Player One as “the recent dystopian box-office
smash...”3 The film was released in 2018. Out of date channels such as this give the
impression that the current service is fatigued and unable to present a fresh and topical
outlook. It doesn’t meet the level of expectation from the region’s industry.

Film Birmingham themselves were frustrated to read subjective accounts regarding their
services and performance countering there was usually an explanation for why a series didn’t
return or that a particular service wasn’t taken up. This is a communication issue. If users and
potential clients are drawing the wrong conclusions about the services available and where
Film Birmingham can be realistically effective or not then this needs to be addressed.

Industry Attitudes
“Being based in the region… why not? Why can’t I make it here? We have so much to
offer, commutability, right in the middle of the country, we have everything we need there are some gaps in crew and perhaps high-profile talent. Members of the public
enjoy the filming e.g. extras are always really excited, schools always keen to be
picked. A cooperative atmosphere.”
All stakeholders were in agreement the region has significant potential for the TV and Film
industries. Interviewees feel very strongly that the region has a strong offer to make but are
very frustrated it isn’t being taken advantage of. There was often a sense that big opportunities
have been missed and that this is down to a lack of an ecosystem or joined up approach.
“You have to be able to show people what they need. We have an incredible portfolio
of locations in the region but that’s irrelevant if they can’t base themselves here. There
are amazing locations everywhere, but you have to provide a service that is as good,
if not better who are admittedly better funded, better established, more visible. Should
not be embarrassed by what they can offer.”
Feelings of loyalty and responsibility to the region were frequent and keenly expressed and
this was often tied to wanting to repay success or to work in the region they’re from or still live
in. This contributed to the sense that emotions are running high in the region, stakeholders
want their past experience and understanding of the industry to be acknowledged. This goes
3

https://filmbirmingham.co.uk/the-future/
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some way to explain the often-made frustration of not being heard or feeling they’d been met
with an indifference to collaboration.
“There are people running things who should work together. They’re all so driven to
butt each other’s heads so don’t see the bigger picture or the greater benefit of working
together.”
Several consultees reported key parts of the industry in the region ‘don’t talk to each other’, a
strong feeling that a comprehensive ecosystem is lacking that leads to talent drain and missed
opportunities to bring production to the region.
“In absence of a strategic body for the sector since the screen agency was shut 10
years ago there have been lots of individual things happening but not joined up and
there has been duplication.” Stakeholder interview

Coventry UK City of Culture 2021
Despite the COVID-19 outbreak Coventry UK City of Culture 2021 remains a substantial
opportunity to increase filming business in the wider region. Activity across the City of Culture
year will ensure Coventry will be an incredible location to film in.

In response to the outbreak the Coventry City of Culture Trust announced a number of
coronavirus pledges.
“We have continued to refocus our resources and activities to strengthen the local
sector, support individuals who have been directly impacted by the pandemic,
encourage new relationships to be formed between communities and continue to work
with local businesses.”4

Having been in consultation with Coventry City of Culture Trust we understand at the time of
reporting proposals are with the government to delay the start of the ‘year’ and should be
resolved by the end of June 2020. Apprenticeship and Volunteering Programmes are
postponed until later in 2020.

4

https://coventry2021.co.uk/update-city-culture-coronavirus-pledges/
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The Trust’s Digital Curator, Tony Guillan is responsible for exploring the “combined potential
of 5G, game design, immersive technologies, big data and machine learning for the UK City
of Culture in 2021 and beyond. Digital projects will enable co-creation and participation in
culture, create innovative new ways of telling stories, and develop “tech for good” applications
for health, wellbeing and the environment that have real social impact.” 5

We understand the Trust are working in partnership with the BFI and Create Central on an
Immersive Storytelling Lab supporting artists working in immersive technology. A BBC
partnership includes substantial broadcast opportunities, commissioning regional content and
specific Come to Coventry production strands. Although not green lit at the time of reporting
there are plans to shoot a feature film during the City of Culture year.

The Trust are setting up a City Visits Bureau to support funders, investors, embassies and any
other potential stakeholders when visiting the city. The programme is being run by the Inward
Investment team and will contribute to the Trust’s ambitions to encourage creators to consider
the city for future projects.

Our interview with the Trust confirmed no conversations with Film Birmingham regarding City
of Culture opportunities have taken place.

Birmingham 2022: Commonwealth Games
Birmingham 2022 plan to show the world ‘a global powerhouse of innovation and creativity’ 6.
One local authority in particular gave a persuasive case for integrating the games’ plans into
Film Birmingham’s plans for expansion. When interviewed, Jane Lillystone (Service Manager,
Tourism, Culture and Leisure for Sandwell) was keen to discuss her plans for capitalising on
tourism in the run up to the games and beyond. To a certain extent the council hasn’t had a
tourism department in the past. Relatively new in post Jane brings substantial tourism and
development experience to Sandwell. When interviewed Jane was keen to discuss how filming
could become part of their tourism strategy currently in development with West Midlands
Growth Company.

Create Central

5

https://coventry2021.co.uk/team-member/tony-guillan/

6

https://www.birmingham2022.com/about-us/our-purpose/
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Stakeholders frequently introduced the subject of Create Central without being prompted.
There is a palpable sense of excitement and expectation following the confirmation of their
BFI funding. Some interviewees were keen to point to Create Central’s mandate; that there is
no production funding in the £2m to stimulate regional production but that the focus is primarily
on skills and the jobs created to bring production and inward investment + innovation to the
region. It’s fair to say not everyone we consulted with was completely aware of this mandate
or agreed wholeheartedly with it.
“Excited about Create Central money – it is an exciting time and we hope they
concentrate on getting the productions here. I like that they want to do a lot of training,
but I feel we need to get productions back to Birmingham. Great to do boot camps but
then what do they work on? Doctors for two weeks? Nothing else here. Back off a little
bit until we get amazing productions here and then train people.”

Whilst our brief is not to assess Create Central’s plans, their position in the region’s landscape
has a direct impact on recommendations we make for Film Birmingham’s hopes for expansion
although their confirmed funding at present is only for two years.
Many stakeholders felt wary that a new outfit promising change could avoid mistakes industry
bodies had made in the past.
“Create Central? who knows... we will see... I’m quite jaded as a WM cynic. Their fast
pace is refreshing after the Screen Bureau. It could be a shot in the arm, but you also
worry it’s a Trojan horse for another regional screen agency”
“It’s fantastic that CC have the funding package. Sat round the table at one of the
workshops and lots of people are saying we think young people are the future. They
are. But we can’t spend £2m to train people just so they move to London.”

Covid-19
The ongoing impact of Covid-19 was ever present throughout our consultation. Interviewees
had lost business and were extremely concerned about their livelihoods.

Some stakeholders considered an element of the crisis to be an opportunity to attract filming
activity to the region due mainly to a reluctance to travel and cities such as London dealing
with a backlog of filming.
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“Covid experience of training online has shown remote working can work in the industry.
Training should become more accessible to freelancers, people with complex commitments.
Huge opportunities in skills, could reinvent ourselves as a region. Creative ways to open up
the industry. Ingrain these in the sector. We’re the centre of the country. We can choose how
we want the sector to be.”

This report was commissioned prior to the Covid-19 pandemic shutting down the UK Film and
TV industry. It has been a devastating time for the sector with many film offices closed,
productions halted, freelancers losing work and cinemas closed. Research from Oxford
Economics, published on the 17th June 2020, suggests 100,000 jobs will be lost across the
screen sector with a total revenue drop of £74bn.
“The most creative sector jobs proportionally will be lost in the west midlands, with a 43% fall
forecast.” Projected Economic Impact of Covid-19 on the UK Creative Industries report, June
2020.
https://www.oxfordeconomics.com/recent-releases/The-Projected-Economic-Impact-ofCOVID-19-on-the-UK-Creative-Industries

The industry is working hard to get back on its feet; the UK government and health bodies
have signed off coronavirus safety rules, which has paved the way for the UK’s film and highend television production industry to start shooting. However, Covid-19 will be excluded as an
insurable risk, thus making the financial risks even greater should there be an outbreak on set.

Another major issue is the gig economy workforce who have had to find other jobs during the
pandemic. What does this mean for the West Midlands? Potentially a skills shortage, a loss of
talent to other regions.
“After Covid everyone will be back to square one. Some crew will have gone off and
found “real” jobs – people have re-assessed what they’re doing. We might lose some
people along the way.”

With Create Central’s focus on new talent, what happens to the existing talent, the expertise
that exists in the region? According to most of our interview subjects there wasn’t enough work
to go around before Covid-19. The talent drain out of the West Midlands has been going on
for some time.
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“A lot of people have moved away permanently. We are short of HOD’s and we need
to develop the talent we already have here. I want to support new talent but also the
existing talent that can’t get out of doing Doctors.”

Despite challenges a number of stakeholders speculated that the experience of lockdown will
be a’ leveller’ for the industry. An increase in confidence to work remotely where possible, to
deliver training online effectively and therefore increase its accessibility. Productions are less
likely to shoot abroad and cities around the UK will stand in for other locations, an opportunity
Birmingham Film Office should look to capitalise on.
“I think things will change. So many people will try and do more in the UK rather than
go overseas. More people will go out of London. Places that look like it such as Cardiff,
etc...
You get flexibility outside London. We shot just off the city centre in the Jewellery
Quarter. There’s an area that looks like San Francisco.” Location manager
“Go to Manchester for the New York fire escape thing. Go to Liverpool for the docks
and cobbled streets, neo classical look, the big streets. Birmingham you get the outer
US and Eastern Europe thing.” Location manager

As a caveat to this, we must think about the possible financial impact on Birmingham city
Council.
“Covid 19 has cost FB 50-70k of income. Film Permits and admin fees etc. Massive
wider income is being lost. Looks like we may have to go into a harder consideration
of costs of service and increase of income.” Symon Easton, Head of Cultural
Development, BCC.

Is there a danger that the council further reduces its culture budget and Film Birmingham
becomes a casualty of this?

Covid-19 has also impacted on the building of the Steven Knight studio project and has
delayed the LEP cluster development fund. This is still on track to launch in quarter two.
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Recommendations and potential business models
In order to frame our recommendations in a structured way we used a business model canvas
exercise based on Alexander Osterwalder’s a Better Way to Think About Your Business
Modeli.
The previous sections of this report summarise our research and consultation findings and
draw out Critical Factors to consider when making recommendations.

Defining the elements of our business plan recommendations
In concluding our analysis we were led to ask:
●

Who should Film Birmingham prioritise as customers?

●

What do those customers value?

●

How should Film Birmingham’s key activities, partners, resources and channels be
approached to support these values?

●

How does this define Film Birmingham costs and reveal fruitful revenue streams?

This felt apt as the predominant concern about Film Birmingham’s current service provision
focussed on having been stretched too thinly across numerous activities that took resources
and attention away from the core services. There was also a repeated lack of understanding
about what Film Birmingham’s core services were and failures to communicate examples of
successful delivery.
With regard to Film Birmingham’s expansion, local authorities appeared strongly positive to
continue the relationship after the pilot but with agreement that they would need to understand
the business case and how it will benefit their LAs in the long term.
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Using a business model canvas
This diagram arranges the key questions we use to make our recommendations. It shows
how each element works together to support Film Birmingham’s hopes for expansion.

KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE
PROPOSITIONS

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

How can Film
Birmingham
improve their
working
relationships in
the region?

Which of Film
Birmingham’s
current activities
should be prioritised
in order to meet the
aim of maintaining
an expanded
service?

What value do Film
Birmingham deliver
to their customers?

What needs to be
offered to each
customer
archetype to build
business and
reputation?

Film Birmingham
serves the
worldwide film
industry. Its
potential customer
base is vast in
range from local
filmmakers to
location managers
on high end feature
productions. They
need to define and
prioritise segments
or customer
archetypes within
this.

What are the
priority steps to
being part of an
effective
ecosystem?

KEY RESOURCES

Are Film
Birmingham’s
existing resources
utilised in the most
strategic way?
Do they prioritise the
key activities defined
by the proposed
value propositions?

1

Which one of their
customers’ or
partners’ problems
are Film Birmingham
helping to solve?
Which customer
needs are Film
Birmingham
satisfying?
What services and
activities are we
offering to each
customer segment?
How can Film
Birmingham develop
effective Diversity
and Inclusion
strategies desired by
their customers and
partners?

CHANNELS

How should current
channels be
improved to
contribute to
building
relationships and
reputation?

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

What are the most important costs inherent to Film
Birmingham’s recommended business models?

What can be learned from other film offices in terms of
income generation whilst remaining realistic and
appropriate to the WM industry landscape?

https://hbr.org/2013/05/a-better-way-to-think-about-yo

Recommendations for customer segments
Film Birmingham’s first priority should be the local authorities who are intrinsic to their
expansion. Decisions regarding where to focus time and resource should always return to this
starting point rather than overly dilute limited resources across an undefined customer base.
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Film Birmingham should then define priorities within the range of potential filming clients and
focus activity accordingly. A more in depth understanding of where Film Birmingham and
Create Central can collaborate could provide insight into target customers here.

Recommendations for customer relationships
‘For me to get all the districts on board it took me 2 years. I work with every district in
a different way. Don’t impose a one size fits all. They pride themselves on doing things
their own way. You have to be flexible. Even the way they want to do the fees and the
projects they accept. Takes a long time to set up and keep working in that relationship’
Production Services Manager

It is important to recognise the range of organisations comprising the local authorities in the
expanded region. Rather than secure the same agreement across the board and split time
equally we recommend a stepped approach where specific councils are focussed on in turn.
This could pave the way for specific locations campaigns for particular authorities in turn. Film
Birmingham should capitalise on discrete opportunities to collaborate with individual councils
such as Sandwell’s emerging tourism strategy linked to the Commonwealth Games in 2022.
Jane Lillystone (Sandwell) is keen to hear from Film Birmingham on how filming services could
be integrated into a framework due to be drafted by September. Seizing opportunities such as
these should be possible in a model that is agile and able to be responsive to opportunities.

Recommended value propositions
These can also be considered as the purpose and goals within a Mission and Vision
Statement. Film Birmingham’s cause, what they want to accomplish, is a sustainable and
successful business model that sees them provide filming and location services to the wider
region. The accompanying vision or value propositions define what Film Birmingham wants to
pursue for its cause, the future aspirations of its efforts.

The following statements have been arrived at my taking the critical factors we identified
alongside the needs articulated by the region’s industry into account:
●

Film Birmingham will prioritise the needs of our local authority colleagues to provide
an unparalleled region wide service
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●

Film Birmingham will focus existing time and resources on our priority customers, the
local authorities we served

●

Film Birmingham will be open and transparent in the value we bring to the region and
the local authorities we work with

●

Film Birmingham will work to agreed goals in partnership with regional and national
bodies for the benefit of the West Midlands region

●

Film Birmingham will have a commitment to diversity and inclusion in the region and
ensure this is communicated to partners and customers.

Recommendations for key activities
Based on our consultations and research these are the key activities we think Film
Birmingham should be concentrating on over the next seven months.
●

Improve financial record keeping aiding meaningful cost analysis in the future, a
reasonable expectation from a partner you seek to charge for services in the future

●

Improve the workflow to collate, analyse and publish filming data for the region.
Regular performance updates will build a positive position in the region’s industry by
gaining respect that the team are effective, considered and transparent.

●

Write and agree a development plan with partner local authorities that describes a
stepped approach focusing resources on specific councils in turn. Local authorities
should be promised routine reporting giving detailed insight into Film Birmingham’s
activity on their behalf

●

Develop and deliver a communications strategy with relevant colleagues and
partners that defines a timetable to improve Film Birmingham’s communication of
their mission statement across their own and partners’ channels

●

Define a work plan for the Head of Film Birmingham that prioritises time for strategic
work rather than delivery of services.

●

Recruit the missing additional member of staff

●

Pursue the details of Birmingham City Council’s Diversity and Inclusion plans

Beyond the extended pilot period Film Birmingham can consider:
●

Organising familiarisation trips to the region,

●

Continuing to attend trade shows to build the contact base
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●

Running communications campaigns to attract new business.

Recommendations for key partners
Film Birmingham will need to work with a wide range of partners who develop and support the
industry in the West Midlands and across the UK. Some of these are already in place but it’s
critical they are developed and revised to include their new plans going forward. Creative
England and Create Central MOUs will need to be revised, updated and agreed. Agreed goals
should be set and be transparent. Essential to this is that personalities are left out of the
process and there is an agreed commitment to jointly develop the film and TV eco-system in
the region.

Creative England

Revise and sign new partnership agreement
based on new areas of working

WMCA

Define the corporate communications route
(i.e. who talks to who to ensure Film
Birmingham are keeping a stakeholder
updated and remaining abreast of news and
opportunities) and how the WMCA
communicates its wider screen interests to
FB.

LAs in the WMCA area

Build partnerships with all LAs and sell in
production services offer. Where there is an
existing relationship, develop a suite of
contacts at each council in this time to avoid
a potential bottleneck with a single contact

Film Offices: UK (FO:UK)

Continue to be part of forum and discuss
best practice with other FOs across the UK

Create Central

Agree shared areas of responsibility and a
joint message of partnership working for the
benefit and growth of the WM eco-system,
with improved 2-way communications

West Midlands Growth Company

Link into inward investment exec and
tourism function to grow production services
across the WM, work together on hotel
overnight deals, etc

BFI

Ensure BFI is across plans

Coventry City of Culture 2021

Unique opportunity to work with Coventry
LA and showcase the city to wider industry
especially post UK City of Culture, Coventry
2021
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Crew Birmingham

Criticism over crew database suggests it’s
out of date and people aren’t getting work
through it. Explore potential for Crew
Birmingham to lead on this for the region.

From these partnerships Film Birmingham gains the benefit of collaboration and shared
experience specifically to increase the value and profile of filming in the region which is
ultimately the desired aim. The West Midlands also benefits from a stronger production
services offer and a joined up eco-system
Given the challenges reaching local authority partners during the production of this report we
recommend Film Birmingham undertake an end of pilot evaluation with the cohort. The
evaluation can include exploring possibilities for collaboration on specific campaigns or
projects in the future and the preparation of any potential business cases for fully developed
partnerships.

Recommendations for key resources
In order to deliver everything recommended in this report, Film Birmingham will need to
implement key resources. This will affect what the customer sees externally. The Head of
Film Birmingham should be able to focus on strategy and business development and have a
small team that handles enquiries and day to day admin.

Staffing

Recruitment of at least one experienced
team member leaving Head of FB to have
time to develop partnerships

Databases

Update and spring clean location database
and ensure fit for purpose and user friendly

Enquiries and production records

Upkeep of accurate data, records and
information

Formation of Industry Advisory Group

Builds resource support, providing
confidence.

Cost structure recommendations
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We are limited in our analysis without the data and that would enable us to carry out a cost
analysis of current spending against projects and services. Priorities in the future should
include:
●

Staff and relevant training and skills development required to ensure the full team are
in post and confident in their roles

●

Costs associated with improving, growing and maintaining the locations database
and staff knowledge for and relationships with the region’s locations

●

Pause the spending on any activity surplus to the priority of securing support for the
expansion

Channel recommendations
Film Birmingham customers value the ability to reach people in person, understand what FB
can offer and be able to access information easily. As one consultee said, “It doesn’t matter
if you’re doing it if no one knows you are.”
●

The website and locations database need to be up to date, topical and accessible.

●

Tell the Film Birmingham becoming Film West Midlands story.

●

Clear mission statement and list of services and how to access them on the website.

●

Website needs improvement on reporting infrastructure, e.g. Liverpool Film Office
have stats on homepage.

In addition, we think it will help to provide key analysis of performance data and ensure it is
in the public domain via the website to be transparent and open with customers and
stakeholders.

Recommendations for revenue streams
As outlined in the comparable models section there are a number of ways other film offices
around the UK are developing revenue streams. With resources in place the Head of Film
Birmingham should be allowed to explore these and cost them out, understanding their
worth to the organisation against time and resources.
●

Developing the portfolio of representation for private location owners, seek to move
to charging an annual administration fee rather than a percentage of filming income
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●

Consider a ‘transition to charging’ proposal to pitch to potential partner local
authorities in the future as part of considering a renewed approach to collaborating to
service the wider region.

●

Hotel booking service across the region with admin fee attached

●

Charging large scale productions an admin fee but regionally based production fees
are waived.

Models of operation
Within the context of critical factors recommendations Film Birmingham needs to consider its
business model once the funding from GBSLEP ends in March 2021. Feedback from
consultees suggested a difference of opinion on how Film Birmingham should operate within
the political context of the West Midlands TV and film industry. For some, it’s a case of trying
something new and not copying other regions. For others it’s more about growing reputation
within the current set up and remaining as a council function to provide a strong production
services offer across the West Midlands.

Here, we propose four specific models based on our research, but taking into account there
is no magic money tree for funding and that budgets within LAs are only going to get tighter
as we enter recession. To this end it feels Film Birmingham will need to generate the revenue
to develop its services rather than expect external funding.
Given Liverpool’s combined authority commitment of two years there is an argument the
GBSLEP or WMCA could fund a further year of transition to assist Film Birmingham becoming
Film West Midlands. We present these in no order of recommendation but rather for discussion
between Film Birmingham, Birmingham City Council and GBSLEP as well as named partners
such as Create Central.
1. Film Birmingham rebrands to Film West Midlands and remains within the Council.
●

Continue to be core funded by the City Council with a minimum of two members of
staff

●

Grow its partnerships with LAs and transition to a charging model in 2021/22

●

Develop revenue streams that allow FWM to grow its team and offset any potential
budget cuts

●

Concentrate on core services across the WM

●

Target extra revenue of between £30k - 50k per annum
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●

One stop coordinated service across WM

In this scenario, Film Birmingham retains its £81k core funding. It charges LAs for its services
based on the size of the LA and the estimate of economic return. Initially this could be trialled
in the first year at a cap of £3k with up to 8 participating LAs growing to a max of £6k in years
2 and 3 with more LAs on board. In addition, the revenue generating services we have outlined
can be implemented. For example, Film Kent made £17k on admin fees alone in 2019.

2. Exit the Council and set up as a LTD company in 2022/23 or later.
●

Lose core funding.

●

Less bureaucratic and more agile, responsive.

●

Will require set up funding from LEP/WMCA.

●

Need to generate revenue of £150k or more per annum.

●

Radical model which currently isn’t replicated anywhere.

●

Lose FM:UK membership as no longer publicly funded.

●

Can access business grants/loans

●

Not beholden to the local authority

A frequent criticism of Film Birmingham centred on it being council run which many thought
outdated and bureaucratic. An option to consider is to bring it out of the council altogether and
have it set up as a commercial, for profit company. This is where Film Liverpool see
themselves once their Combined Authority funding ends although they have been generating
their own significant income (£200k per annum) now for a number of years. This is a potential
option once revenue streams are implemented and there is strong evidence these streams
will grow to ensure self-sufficiency.

3. Film West Midlands sited within the WMGC, partners with Creative England who run
the WM Production Fund.
●

No core funding

●

Film WM without core funding would need to generate own revenue

●

Transition funding from LEP?

●

Agile and responsive option for the whole region

●

Requires a lot of partnership work

●

Film WM becomes an integral part of the eco-system

●

More productions in the region - increased economic impact
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This is a model where several organisations come together in partnership to co-produce an
eco-system for the West Midlands region which benefits the workforce, the economy and the
region’s infrastructure. Consultees frequently described the eco-system as fragmented,
broken and not pulling in the same direction. If FWM was to be sited within the West Midlands
Growth Company for example it means working alongside inward investment directly to
maximise opportunities for the region. WMGC also has a tourism function which should be
part of Film WM’s strategy. There is also the fact the WM Production Fund does not have a
base/is not sited within the region but can be more agile when working directly with Film WM.
It would be pertinent to partner with Creative England to partner on the scheme. Underpinning
this would be Create Central’s work in training and development across the region.

4. Film Birmingham remains as Film Birmingham only
●

Core funded

●

Provides time to get revenue streams in place in the city

●

Leaves LAs without expert production services provision

●

Danger of budget cuts and no extra staff resource

●

Undoes pilot work and sends out negative message

●

Does not contribute to the wider region eco-system

In this model Film Birmingham remains within the council and concentrates solely on
developing its production services offer across Birmingham and bringing productions to the
city. This should only be considered within the context of a full evaluation of the pilot
scheme.

Conclusion
This report originally intended to focus on how Film Birmingham could continue its expanded
services pilot in the West Midlands region. During the initial stages of the research it became
clear from conversations with the report's commissioners that the brief was changing, and the
consultants and the commissioners agreed a revised objective; that of a holistic view of Film
Birmingham, its functions and its purpose.

We have spoken to 39 screen sector professionals and stakeholders, received 116 responses
to an online survey and spoken to other film offices around the country. From these
consultations we have formed the opinions that have shaped our recommendations and
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potential business models. The report’s intentions are not to be provocative, rather it has been
shaped by the feedback and the frustrations of a sector that feels it’s now the time for things
to change. With new investments in the region, a potential return to more localised, UK based
production due to Covid-19, and the attention the Commonwealth Games and Coventry City
of Culture will bring, there has never been a better time (Covid-19 permitting) for the West
Midlands to start challenging for the returning high end drama series, the big feature films and
a dedicated skilled workforce in situ.

If Film Birmingham is to become Film West Midlands and the one stop shop for production
services in the region then it needs to prioritise the actions and recommendations going
forward, bring in more staff and look to strengthen its relationships with key partners and
stakeholders, not only in the region, but in the UK.

COMMISSIONED BY GREATER BIRMINGHAM & SOLIHULL LEP AND FILM
BIRMINGHAM
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APPENDIX ONE – LIST OF CONSULTEES
Name
Hayley Armstrong
Daniel Arnold
Paul Ashton
Deborah Aston
Annabel Bevan
Oliver Bhurrut
Denyce Blackman
Andrew Buckley
Claire Bustin
Dan Carins
Rachel Devenport
Symon Easton
Rosie Ellison
Claire England

Job Title
Head of Production Service
Programmes and Transformation
Head of Film
Producer
Director
Communications Manager (Place)
Film Birmingham Freelancer
Location Manager
Digital and Social Media Officer
Account Manager and Productivity Lead
Freelance
Head of Cultural Services
Senior Film Officer
Senior Destination Management Officer

David Furmage
Kate Goodall
Alison Grade
Michael Grisewood
Mark Hughes
Deborah Isitt
Lee Kemp
Jane Lamine
Jane Lillystone
Gabrielle Lindemann
Adrian Marklew
Louise Morley
Steve Mortimer
Suzie Norton
Jack Powell
Neil Rami
Rebecca Rooney
Lynn Saunders
Roger Shannon
Penny Skuse
Martin Sutherland
Rose Wild
Yen Yau

Creative and Cultural Lead
Media and Comms
Former CEO
Head Location Manager
Create Central Board
Producer
Managing Director
Executive Officer
Director
Kent Film Officer
Policy & Communications Manager
Communications
Location Manager
Director
Business Affairs
CEO
Film Birmingham Freelancer
Liverpool Film Office Manager
Producer
Film Liaison South Wales
Chief Executive
Director
Create Central Board Member

Organisation
Creative England
East Staffs
Creative England
Crew Birmingham
City of Wolverhampton Council

Freelance
Andrew Buckley
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Black Country Growth Hub
Rachel Devenport
Birmingham City Council
Film Edinburgh
Coventry City Council
Greater Birmingham and Solihull Local
Enterprise Partnership
Walsall City Council
Producers Forum
BBC Doctors

Vermillion Films
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Kent Film Office
Cannock Chase
Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
Zanna Creative
BFI
West Midlands Growth Company
Freelance
Liverpool Film Office
Wales Screen
Coventry City of Culture Trust
Crew Birmingham
Create Central
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APPENDIX TWO – REVISED CLIENT BRIEF
Film Birmingham
Regional Film Office Business Models Brief
Background:
Film Birmingham (FB) is Birmingham City Council’s (BCC) Film and Television Office. It was
established in 2006 to manage all filming enquiries in the city and provide production
services to support to filmmakers from sourcing locations to issuing filming permits, assisting
with logistics and managing an online resource of a locations, crew and facilities database.
In February 2019, Film Birmingham was awarded funding from the Greater Birmingham and
Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP) to pilot a scheme which explores the
possibility of offering these services to all local authorities within the GBSLEP and West
Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) region.
The intention is to provide a co-ordinated response to filming enquiries across the West
Midlands to help deliver the British Film Institute’s ambition to have production service
provision across the whole of the UK.
The pilot scheme began in March 2019 and the Head of Film Birmingham now has
agreement in principal from local authorities within the region to work together until the pilot
scheme concludes in July 2020.
To this end, we require a proposal that outlines suggestions as to how, in partnership with
the local authorities and other key stakeholders, how this might work beyond July 2020.
We are now inviting external consultants to submit tenders for developing this proposal.

Aims and Objectives:
The aim of the pilot scheme is to explore ways in which local authorities within the West
Midlands can work together to provide a cohesive service to production companies who wish
to film in the region. These include:
• Improving co-ordination of all film related activity
• Standardisation of response to filming enquiries
• Provision of production support such as sourcing locations
• Streamlining logistics support
• Devising service level options, including cost of services
• Identifying income streams
• Business model that addresses commercialisation within a local authority structure
• Researching best practice within similar schemes and contrasting with commercial
schemes
• Raising the profile and visibility of the region worldwide
• Becoming a film friendly region
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The Final Report should:
Set out the context of film and TV production within the region, including both a quick history
of what has been achieved by FB, the impact of disinvestment and the potential new
landscape, with proposed and confirmed investments by Stephen Knight Studios and Create
Central.
Set-out the current service activities of FB and set-out user response to the different
elements of that, through an anonymous survey, as well as talking to a range of sector
stakeholders.
Compare this service offer and how it is delivered to similar offers elsewhere, both within the
same funding structure and also using different models, such as a pure commercial model.
Analyse the costs associated with different elements of the current service activity and
compare with FB current income streams to identify the relative value-for-money of different
parts of the offer.
Compare this with other examples of similar service offers, especially noting if they are
always delivered by one entity, like FB, or perhaps by a collaboration between different
organisations, for example, training organisations and crewing companies working under the
same ‘umbrella branding’.
Set-out – as best as it is currently understood – any key political of other investment factors
that change the delivery landscape across the region.
Make recommendations for how best FB could become Film West Midlands (FWM) going
forwards. Identify any ways the current service activity could be improved, considering
feedback from surveys and best practice elsewhere, including the way commercial schemes
operate.
Identify different options for funding this new organisation, with special note of whether there
is a scenario that does not require any public subsidy going forwards, i.e.is there a Film
West Midlands ‘lite’ that can operate without public subsidy, and if so what are the elements
of the current or ‘recommended’ offer that have to be scaled back or sacrificed completely to
make that happen.
Make recommendations how you think a new FWM should be set-up and operate within the
likely political climate of an industry body (Create Central) supporting the sectors growth.

include a variety of business model options, recommendations as to how to achieve a
production base that attracts productions and develop and retain talent, alongside best
practice going forward.

Project Delivery / Methods:
•
•
•

We are seeking an experienced individual or organisation to undertake this contract
We require an outline of the anticipated approach to delivering the work, including the
number of days
We encourage comments on the objectives outlined in the brief
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Timescale:
This programme of work is for delivery by 15th June 20 if possible

Tender submissions - Invitation to apply:
In responding to this revised brief, applicants should provide:
•
•

Clarify any items they feel are not clear in the proposed contents list for the final
report
Add any further sections or items they feel will be needed for clarity

Budget / payment:
•
•
•

Quote a revised budget to complete this increased scope of work.
Payments will be made in stages; 50% of the overall fee will be paid on signature of
the contract.
A final payment of 50% of the contract fee is paid on completion and delivery of the
proposal, with all agreed tasks to the satisfaction of Film Birmingham, Birmingham
City Council & GBSLEP.

The Project Manager will report to the Head of Film Birmingham.

Questions:
If you have any questions or points to clarify from the brief, please submit these by email to:
sindy.campbell@birmingham.gov.uk.
Please send your revised quote to Sindy Campbell on the contact details below:
Sindy Campbell, Head of Film Birmingham
Library of Birmingham, Centenary Square, Broad Street, Birmingham, B1 2ND
Tel: 0121 464 9305
Email: sindy.campbell@birmingham.gov.uk
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